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The	  rise	  of	  social	  media	  offers	  even	  greater	  opportuni;es	  for	  
language	  analysis	  to	  interact	  with	  the	  social	  sciences.	  

What	  effect	  does	  language	  have	  on	  people?	  

	  	  	  	  	  What	  ways	  of	  expressing	  an	  opinion	  have	  the	  most	  effect?	  

What	  effect	  do	  people	  have	  on	  language?	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  How	  do	  people	  adjust	  their	  language	  use	  with	  respect	  to	  
other	  parBcipants?	  



On	  presenta;on	  style	  
[or,	  the	  influence	  of	  my	  advisor]	  

“The	  goal	  …	  is	  not	  to	  convince	  the	  reader	  that	  you	  are	  
brilliant	  (or	  addle-‐headed	  for	  that	  ma/er)	  but	  that	  your	  
solu(on	  is	  trivial.	  	  

It	  takes	  a	  certain	  strength	  of	  character	  to	  take	  that	  as	  
one's	  goal.	  	  

But	  the	  advantage	  of	  the	  reader	  thinking	  your	  soluBon	  is	  
trivial	  or	  obvious	  is	  that	  it	  necessarily	  comes	  along	  with	  
the	  noBon	  that	  you	  are	  correct.”	  

	   	   	   	  -‐-‐-‐	  Stuart	  Shieber	  



What	  opinions	  are	  regarded	  most	  highly?	  
A	  case	  study	  on	  Amazon	  

Social	  psychology	  

Large	  scale	  seGngs	  New	  analysis	  

[PracBcal	  applicaBons]	  
Back	  to	  social	  psychology	  

CrisBan	  Danescu-‐Niculescu-‐Mizil,	  	  Gueorgi	  Kossinets,	  Jon	  Kleinberg,	  and	  Lillian	  Lee	  
WWW	  2009	  



What	  factors	  “contribute”	  to	  	  influence?	  
What	  kind	  of	  opinions	  are	  influenBal?	  

To	  a	  first	  approximaBon,	  	  if	  a	  review	  didn’t	  seem	  helpful	  to	  you,	  
then	  you	  are	  unlikely	  to	  be	  affected	  by	  its	  arguments.	  
 specific	  quesBon:	  what	  biases	  the	  helpfulness	  raBngs?	  

So,	  we	  are	  not	  trying	  to	  predict	  helpfulness	  raBngs	  from	  text.	  
[cf.	  Kim	  et	  al.	  ‘06,	  Zhang	  and	  Varadarajan	  '06,	  Ghose	  and	  IpeiroBs	  '07,	  Jindal	  and	  B.	  
Liu	  '07,	  J.	  Liu	  et	  al	  '07,	  etc.;	  	  O/erbacher	  '09,	  Lu	  et	  al.	  ’10;	  the	  la/er	  also	  look	  at	  
non-‐textual	  features]	  

 proxy	  quesBon:	  which	  Amazon	  reviews	  are	  rated	  helpful?	  



Socially-‐based	  biases	  	  

IdenBty	  factors	  that	  boost	  helpfulness	  scores	  include	  the	  
reviewer…	  

• 	  using	  their	  “real	  name”	  
• 	  being	  from	  New	  Jersey	  (for	  science	  books)	  
• 	  not	  being	  from	  Guam	  

Much	  less	  obvious:	  effect	  of	  posiBonal	  factors	  -‐-‐-‐	  what	  is	  the	  best	  
way	  to	  situate	  an	  opinion	  with	  respect	  to	  those	  of	  others’?	  

• 	  conformity	  [Bond	  and	  Smith	  ‘96]:	  	  make	  your	  opinion	  
reflect	  the	  average	  opinion	  [see	  also	  Riggs	  &	  Wilensky	  ‘01]	  

• 	  “brilliant	  but	  cruel”	  [Amabile	  ‘83]	  [see	  also	  Sen	  &	  Lerman	  ‘07]	  	  

• 	  not	  brilliant	  but	  cruel	  [Furnham	  ‘97]	  



Best	  to	  conform	  …?	  
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New	  observa;on:	  the	  effect	  of	  variance	  

As	  variance	  increases,	  be	  slightly	  above	  the	  mean.	  

Except	  in	  Japan,where	  it’s	  
best	  to	  be	  slightly	  below!	  



Couldn’t	  it	  just	  be	  the	  text’s	  quality?	  

We	  would	  like	  to	  control	  for	  the	  actual	  quality	  of	  a	  review's	  
text.	  (Maybe	  NJ	  people	  really	  do	  write	  be/er	  reviews?)	  

How	  should	  we	  determine	  the	  "real"	  helpfulness,	  in	  order	  to	  
control	  for	  it?	  

• 	  manual	  annotaBon?	  Tedious,	  subjecBve.	  
• 	  automaBc	  classificaBon?	  Need	  unrealisBcally	  high	  accuracy	  
guarantees.	  

1%	  of	  Amazon	  reviews	  are	  plagiarized!	  (see	  also	  David	  and	  Pinch	  ['06]).	  



plagiarism	  example	  
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Children's Books

Latest activity 1 hour ago

8,868 customers have

contributed 10,143

products and more...

› Explore the community

Early Reader

Latest activity 1 hour ago

628 customers have

contributed 874 products

and more...

› Explore the community

Korean

Latest activity 3 hours ago

535 customers have

contributed 608 products

and more...

› Explore the community

 1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:

 Good intro for kids, September 27, 2004

By C. Frederick "ftchen59"  (Crestview Hills, KY United States) - See all my

reviews

   

My child just loves this professionally done book with CD. He is just starting to

learn his Korean, and loves the songs. A great way to introduce the language to

children.

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 7 of 11 people found the following review helpful:

 Migraine Headache at No Extra Charge, May 28, 2004

By A Customer

If you enjoy a thumping, skull splitting migraine headache, then the Sing N Learn

series is for you.

As a longtime language instructor, I agree with the effort that this series makes,

but it is the execution that ultimately weakens Sing N Learn series. To be sure,

there are much, much better ways to learn a foreign language. In fact, I would

recommend this title only as a last resort and after you've thoroughly exhausted

traditional ways to learn Korean.

The songs contained herein are renditions of popular Korean folk songs.

WARNING: Most of the words sung throughout are inaudible. While the

accompanying workbook aids in comprehension, it isn't enough to get you

through the annoying vocals of the entire Sing N Learn series.

Indeed, most of the songs contain ear-drum splitting vocals accompanied by low

fidelity musical arrangements making listening to the songs almost unbearable.

(My students asked me to turn it off after one song). Overall, the musical and

vocal quality is definitely poor and grating at best. I will bet an entire year's

paycheck that my dog can howl better than the vocals on this tape. Do yourself a

favor: try something, anything else other than this series to learn a foreign

language. "*"

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

Most Helpful First | Newest First

 

  (4)  

Buy new: $18.95 $12.89 

In Stock 

30 used & new from

$10.41 

Milet Mini Picture

Dictionary: English-

Korean by Sedat Turhan

(Board book - May 1,

2005) 

  (2)  

Buy new: $7.99 

In Stock 

25 used & new from $4.72
   

   

 

Customer Communities

 

   

Where's My Stuff?

Track your recent orders.

View or change your orders in

Your Account.

Shipping & Returns

See our shipping rates &

policies.

Return an item (here's our

Returns Policy).

Need Help?

Forgot your password? Click

here.

Redeem or buy a gift

certificate/card.
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Children

Latest activity 3 hours ago

7,279 customers have

contributed 7,816 products

and more...

› Explore the community

Chinese

Latest activity 12 minutes ago

1,148 customers have

contributed 1,159 products

and more...

› Explore the community

China

Latest activity 12 minutes ago

2,420 customers have

contributed 2,820 products

and more...

› Explore the community

I have had to do some research to make sure I understand the meanings of each

word individually. But, since I want to learn Chinese myself, this is not a bad

thing. I am very grateful that this is a CD instead of an audio cassette, making it

easy to repeat a song over and over while learning it. I could complain about the

fast pace of the songs, but I think that it probably adds to the preschooler

appeal.

One caveat is that the tone of a word is not usually clear from hearing it sung. By

that I mean, I can learn a word from the song and sing along with it, but when I

try to speak the word later I find that I don't know which of the four tones to

use. The tones are indicated in the book, but as a memory aid the songs do not

help reinforce the tones. I think that that is an inherent limitation of music as a

tool for learning Chinese and not a criticism of this product in particular. It is

probably best to use a combination of approaches anyway and not expect one

product to do everything.

(I could also complain that every time I want to remember the word for "mouth"

in Chinese I have to sing to myself "'I have two ears, I have two eyes, I have one

nose, and I have one . . . . ' Oh yeah, that's it!". But hey, at least I can come up

with it eventually!)

From an adult aesthetic point of view, most of the songs don't appeal to me very

much. The electronic keyboard accompaniment sounds kind of like a hyper-active

circus to me. I find it quite annoying when I realize that I have left the CD on

and it is playing the part with just the background music and no words. Most of

the songs seem to have familiar (ie, boring) western melodies - there are at least

three to the tune of "Are you sleeping." But a few, like the "Frog Song", sound

more like Chinese folk songs and appeal to me more.

But given the limited number of products out there, I say this one is helpful and

motivating, so what else could I ask for?

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 14 of 14 people found the following review helpful:

 Songs in the CD were very difficult to understand,

October 14, 2006

By A. Chan  - See all my reviews

   

I came across this set in our local library and as a native mandarin speaker, I was

very excited to play this for my kids. Upon listening to it, it was very

disappointing as the words they were singing were very difficult to hear or

understand. We couldn't understand what they were trying to say. This book has

good intentions and a great idea, too bad it teaches kids wrong word tonations.

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 13 of 13 people found the following review helpful:

 My kindergarten students really enjoy singing in Chinese.,

October 7, 1999

By Pattipeg Harjo (patrickr84@worldnet.att.net)  (Norman, Oklahoma) -

See all my reviews

This review is from: Sing 'n Learn Chinese: Introduce Chinese with Favorite Children's Songs =
Chang Ko Hsueh Chung Wen (Audio Cassette)

I use this book with my kindergarten students. It gives the Chinese words for

several popular children's songs including London Bridge is Falling Down, Mary

Had a Little Lamb, and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. The kids learn the song in both

English and Chinese, making it easy to understand the Chinese. It also has some

"classic" Chinese children's songs, including Liang Zhi Laohu and Mi Feng Gong

Zuo. The tape is clear and easy to understand, so that even teachers who don't

speak Chinese can learn the songs. I recommend it highly for children from

preschool through fifth grade!

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 26 of 30 people found the following review helpful:

Chinese Children's

Favorite Stories by

Mingmei Yip (Hardcover -

January 15, 2005) 

  (8)  

Buy new: $18.95 $12.89 

In Stock 

31 used & new from

$11.17 
   

   

 

Customer Communities
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 Skull-splitting headache guaranteed!!, June 16, 2004

By A Customer

If you enjoy a thumping, skull splitting migraine headache, then Sing N Learn is

for you.

As a longtime language instructor, I agree with the attempt and effort that this

series makes, but it is the execution that ultimately weakens Sing N Learn

Chinese.

To be sure, there are much, much better ways to learn Chinese. In fact, I would

recommend this title only as a last resort and after you've thoroughly exhausted

traditional ways to learn Chinese.

The songs contained herein are renditions of popular Chinese folk songs.

WARNING: Most of the words sung throughout are inaudible. While the

accompanying workbook aids in comprehension, it isn't enough to get you

through the annoying vocals of the entire Sing N Learn series.

Indeed, most of the songs contain blood-curdling vocals accompanied by low

fidelity musical arrangements making listening to the songs almost unbearable.

(My students asked me to turn it off after one song). Overall, the musical and

vocal quality is definitely poor and grating at best. I will bet an entire year's

paycheck that my dog can howl better than the vocals on this tape. Do yourself a

favor: try something, anything else other than this series to learn a foreign

language. "*"

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment (1)

 15 of 16 people found the following review helpful:

 The jury's still out, November 13, 2000

By A Customer

This review is from: Sing 'n Learn Chinese: Introduce Chinese with Favorite Children's Songs =
Chang Ko Hsueh Chung Wen (Audio Cassette)

I bought this tape expecting that there would be children singing these songs (I

don't know what prompted me to think that); instead it's an adult woman with a

rather high voice. My 3 year old son has only listened to the tape once because I

found the music and singing a little grating the first time we heard it. Also, I

think that the songs are sung a little too fast for beginners, even though I am a

Chinese speaker and can understand what's being said. I may just need to play it

hundreds of times, as I do most of my son's music tapes, for him to learn the

words.

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:

 sing n learn chinese, June 22, 2000

By WAYNE JONES  (WINDSOR,, ONTARIO CANADA Canada) - See all my

reviews

This review is from: Sing 'n Learn Chinese: Introduce Chinese with Favorite Children's Songs =
Chang Ko Hsueh Chung Wen (Audio Cassette)

these song are great, my daughters not only learn the chinese language but also

the english version of these songs. This item is used at our play group and the

children love this tape. the tape is music and words are clear each word can be

understood it is a must.

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews  

Was this review helpful to you?  

Report this | Permalink

 Comment

 6 of 7 people found the following review helpful:

 really annoying, but my daughter loves it, November 3, 2006

By J. Hill "xyz"  (irving, tx, usa) - See all my reviews

   

the songs drive me crazy, but my daughter loves them. if you have suicidal

tendencies don't buy this, but if you don't and you REALLY love your children do

buy it.

Example	  of	  “plagiarized”	  reviews	  



Couldn’t	  it	  just	  be	  the	  text’s	  quality?	  

We	  would	  like	  to	  control	  for	  the	  actual	  quality	  of	  a	  review's	  
text.	  (Maybe	  NJ	  people	  really	  do	  write	  be/er	  reviews?)	  

How	  should	  we	  determine	  the	  "real"	  helpfulness,	  in	  order	  to	  
control	  for	  it?	  

• 	  manual	  annotaBon?	  Tedious,	  subjecBve.	  
• 	  automaBc	  classificaBon?	  Need	  unrealisBcally	  high	  accuracy	  
guarantees.	  

1%	  of	  Amazon	  reviews	  are	  plagiarized!	  (see	  also	  David	  and	  Pinch	  ['06]).	  

Our	  social-‐effects	  findings	  regarding	  relaBve	  posiBon	  hold	  on	  
plagiarized	  pairs,	  which	  by	  definiBon	  have	  the	  same	  textual	  
quality.	  



The	  Chameleon	  Effect:	  
Advancing	  theories	  of	  linguis;c	  accommoda;on	  

Psycho-‐linguisBcs	  

Large	  scale	  seGngs,	  	  
probing	  scenarios	  

New	  analysis	  

[PracBcal	  applicaBons]	  
Back	  to	  psycho-‐linguisBcs	  

CrisBan	  Danescu-‐Niculescu-‐Mizil,	  Michael	  Gamon,	  and	  Sue	  Dumais	  	  
“Mark	  my	  words!	  LinguisBc	  style	  coordinaBon	  in	  social	  media”	  
WWW	  2011	  

CrisBan	  Danescu-‐Niculescu-‐Mizil	  and	  Lillian	  Lee	  
Work	  in	  progress	  



Part	  II:	  Accommoda;on	  as	  influence	  

Sample	  Dimension	  [example	  reference]	  

Posture	  [Condon	  &	  Ogston,	  1967]	  

Head	  nodding	  [Hale	  &	  Burgoon,	  1984]	  

Pause	  length	  [Jaffe	  &	  Feldstein,	  1970]	  

Backchannels	  [White,	  1984]	  

Self-‐disclosure	  [Derlenga	  et	  al.,	  1973]	  

Syntac;c	  construc;on	  [Branigan,	  Pickering	  &	  Cleland,	  2000]	  

Func;on-‐word	  class	  [Niederhoffer	  &	  Pennebaker,	  2002]	  

ConversaBonal	  parBcipants	  are	  unconsciously	  influenced	  by	  
each	  other’s	  behaviors.	  	  

ConversaBons	  are	  thus	  unconsciously	  “pa/erned	  and	  
coordinated,	  like	  a	  dance”	  [Niederhoffer	  &	  Pennebaker,	  2002]	  

our	  focus	  here	  

Related	  to	  
language	  



Example:	  func;on-‐word	  class	  

[From	  the	  movie	  “The	  Getaway”]	  
Doc:	  At	  least	  you	  were	  outside.	  

Carol:	  	  

quan;fier	  matching	  

It	  doesn’t	  make	  much	  difference	  where	  you	  are	  […]	  

op(on	  1	  

It	  doesn’t	  really	  ma/er	  where	  you	  are	  […]	  

op(on	  2	  

When	  asked	  to	  mimic	  another	  person’s	  style,	  people	  do	  not	  change	  
their	  rates	  of	  func(on-‐word	  usage	  [Ireland	  &	  Pennebaker,	  2010]	  



The	  chameleon	  effect:	  accommoda;on	  

This	  work	  is	  related	  to	  the	  large	  body	  of	  work	  on:	  
	  	  	  	  	  adaptaBon,	  alignment,	  entrainment,	  priming,	  etc.	  

ConversaBonal	  parBcipants	  are	  unconsciously	  influenced	  by	  each	  other’s	  behaviors.	  	  

Chartrand	  &	  Bargh’s	  term	  indicates	  
unconscious	  blending	  in,	  unlike	  “aping”	  

Giles	  et	  al.’s	  theory	  centers	  on	  (mostly	  
unconscious)	  social	  mo;va;ons	  

What’s	  new:	  how	  far	  does	  the	  effect	  extend?	  Combina;on	  of:	  

• 	  beyond	  small-‐scale,	  in-‐the-‐lab	  studies	  	  
• 	  beyond	  classic	  interacBons:	  what	  are	  possible	  interferences?	  	  
• 	  beyond	  echoing	  the	  same	  words/structure	  

• 	  immediate	  effect	  of	  u/erance	  on	  response	  

• 	  lexical	  focus	  =>	  can	  apply	  beyond	  audio	  transcripts	  
• 	  focus	  on	  funcBon	  words	  =>	  least	  likely	  to	  reflect	  conscious	  effort	  or	  processing	  

Twi/er	  



[of	  course,	  they’re	  saying	  this	  on	  twi^er]	  



Twi^er	  as	  important	  test	  case	  
Twi^er	  conversa;ons:	  a	  new	  opportunity	  	  

•  Large	  scale	  and	  naturally	  occurring	  
• 	  sample:	  215,000	  conversaBons	  between	  2200	  user	  pairs,	  no	  
retweets,	  avg	  of	  100	  conversaBons/pair	  held	  over	  an	  avg	  of	  270	  days	  
•  ~37%	  of	  all	  tweets	  are	  conversaBonal	  [Kelly,	  2009]	  

•  Exemplify	  new	  scenarios	  
•  not	  face-‐to-‐face	  and	  real-‐Bme	  
•  140-‐character	  restricBon	  	  
•  wide	  spectrum	  of	  stages	  of	  relaBonship	  stages	  	  

	  	  	  	  [vs.	  “just-‐met”	  status	  in	  many	  in	  lab	  studies]	  

/	  challenge	  

	  Is	  the	  phenomenon	  robust	  enough	  to	  emerge	  under	  these	  constraints?	  



Measuring	  the	  effect	  

What	  we	  want:	  	  how	  much	  does	  A’s	  inclusion	  of	  an	  arBcle	  (say)	  
immediately	  trigger	  the	  occurrence	  of	  arBcles	  in	  B’s	  reply?	  

control	  

Trigger	  

Accommoda(on(B	  to	  A)(art.)	  	  	  =	   P(Bart.|B	  replied	  to	  A,	  Aart)	  …	  

-‐	  P(Bart.|B	  replied	  to	  A)	  

We	  thus	  discount:	  how	  B	  generally	  talks	  to	  A.	  

Also,	  if	  A	  doesn’t	  use	  a	  trigger,	  we	  don’t	  penalize	  B	  for	  including	  
it.	  
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Trigger	  probability	  P(Bart.|B	  replied	  to	  A,	  Aart)	  

Control	  probability	  P(Bart.|B	  replied	  to	  A)	  	  



Control:	  delay	  experiments	  

Immediate	  accommodaBon	  of	  B	  to	  A:	  

A	  
B	  
A	  
B	  
A	  
B	  

ConversaBon	  1	  

A	  
B	  
A	  
B	  
A	  
B	  

ConversaBon	  1	  

“Delayed	  accommodaBon”	  of	  B	  to	  A:	  



Control:	  results	  of	  delay	  experiments	  
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Control:	  “fake	  conversa;ons”,	  i.e.,	  	  movie	  scripts	  
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Movies coordination ?	  Twi/er	  accommodaBon	  

movies	  accommodaBon	  



Implica;ons	  of	  ini;al	  movies	  results	  

Accommoda;on	  has	  neared	  “reflex”	  status	  

• 	  Scriptwriters	  sBll	  produce	  it	  despite	  large	  cogniBve	  loads	  
(compeBng	  needs:	  advance	  the	  plot,	  reveal	  character,	  	  perfect	  
the	  jokes,	  provide	  background	  info,	  etc.)	  and	  despite	  not	  being	  
the	  beneficiaries	  of	  the	  presumed	  social	  benefits	  

Movie	  scripts	  are	  a	  large	  and	  meta-‐data-‐rich	  source	  for	  studying	  
these	  phenomena	  

• 	  our	  corpus:	  9000	  characters,	  220K	  conversaBonal	  exchanges	  
for	  pairs	  who	  talked	  to	  each	  other	  at	  least	  5	  Bmes	  
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results	  with	  no	  gender	  
constraints	  

Movie	  scripts:	  one	  experiment	  related	  to	  status	  

gender	  control:	  results	  
when	  both	  parBcipants	  are	  
constrained	  to	  be	  male	  

What	  if	  the	  two	  parBcipants	  are	  the	  1st-‐billed	  character	  (the	  
first	  in	  the	  credits	  list)	  and	  the	  2nd	  billed	  character?	  	  



Conclusions	  

We’ve	  started	  studying	  interacBons	  between	  language	  and	  influence.	  

• 	  We’ve	  discovered	  that	  opinion	  variance	  affects	  how	  relaBve	  
posiBon	  affects	  how	  an	  opinion	  is	  received.	  	  This	  was	  not	  
predicted	  by	  social	  psychologists.	  

• 	  We’ve	  found	  accommodaBon	  effects	  in	  new	  types	  of	  
environments:	  Twi/er	  and	  movie	  scripts.	  	  	  
These	  results	  seem	  to	  be	  interesBng	  to	  psycholinguists	  and	  
others.	  	  	  

Most	  importantly,	  	  
I	  hope	  you’ll	  work	  on	  such	  problems,	  	  too!	  




